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Self-Heating in Small Mesa Structures Made of Intrinsic Josephson Junctions in BSCCO
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Abstract—We present detailed numerical analysis on the temperature rise due to self-heating for a small mesa in interlayer tunneling spectroscopy based on the thermal diffusion equation using temperature dependent specific heat and thermal conductivity data. In the analysis, a BSCCO square mesa typically 10 μm wide and 15 nm thick with the c-axis resistivity of 10 Ω cm is in close contact with the 350 nm Au electrode layer on the top. It is found that when a quasiparticle current of 20 mA is injected, which is a typical value at the superconducting gap voltage, the temperature rise due to self-heating is 3.8 K at 60 ns from the pulse rise and 4.6 K at 500 ns when the base temperature is 10 K. When the current is 50 mA, the temperature rise is 18 K at 60 ns and 22 K at 500 ns, indicating a significant heating near the edge of the voltage range, where the pseudogap is observed in short-pulse tunneling experiments.

Index Terms—Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O, high-temperature superconductors, intrinsic Josephson junctions, mesa structure, quasiparticle current, self-heating.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJ) [1], [2] naturally built in the layered crystal structure of some high-$T_c$ superconductors attract interest from various points of view [3] including the interlayer tunneling spectroscopy (ITS) [4]–[6]. Since the IJJ are closely stacked with a separation of a few nm, the spectroscopy experiments are always accompanied by Joule heating due to self-injection of quasiparticle current, i.e., the self-heating. When the self-heating is significant, the spectroscopy experiments lead to incorrect results. In an extreme case, superconductivity is extinguished by the self-heating. In order to circumvent this problem, a short-pulse technique is employed to suppress the heating to a reasonable order [4], [7]. However, a finite temperature rise always results at the IJJ in the voltage state even in such a short-pulse experiment. It is therefore important to estimate the extent of the temperature rise in such a short-pulse tunneling spectroscopy experiment.

Usually, the temperature rise is a transient response so that direct measurement of the temperature at the IJJ position is difficult. Since there have been only a few reports on the detailed numerical calculation of the temperature rise [8], a crude model [9] or an extreme example [10] is often quoted as a general estimate. These models lead to a significant overestimate in the case of short-pulse technique and are misleading.

In the present study, we have carried out detailed numerical calculation of the self-heating by the finite difference time domain method based on Fourier’s law of heat conduction for a small mesa structure made of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+δ}$ (BSCCO) employed in the short-pulse interlayer tunneling spectroscopy experiments [4], [5], [11], [12]. In the analysis, a BSCCO mesa 10 μm wide in square side and 15 nm thick with the c-axis resistivity of 10 Ω cm is in close contact with the 350 nm thick Au electrode layer on the top. It is found that when the quasiparticle current of 20 mA is injected, which is typically thought to correspond to the superconducting gap voltage for slightly overdoped BSCCO, the temperature rise at 10 K is 3.8 K at 60 ns from the pulse rise and 4.6 K at 500 ns. When the quasiparticle current is 50 mA, the temperature rise is 18 K at 60 ns and 22 K at 500 ns, indicating a significant heating near the edge of the voltage range in the short-pulse experiments [4], [5]. When the square mesa is 1 μm on a side with the injection current at the same density, the temperature rise is less than 1.2 K both at 60 and 500 ns. The analysis also shows that the temperature rise dominantly depends on the local temperature rise in the Au electrode just above the mesa, so that the self-heating is significantly suppressed as the mesa size is reduced from 10 μm to 1 μm and the input power is decreased accordingly.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATION

A model for the numerical calculation is a typical sample employed in the short-pulse ITS [12], as depicted in Fig. 1. The surface of the sample is in contact with flowing He gas at a pressure of 100 Torr. The mesa is located beneath the Au electrode and sits on the BSCCO single crystal pedestal. The main heat flow channel is via the Au electrode, which has a high thermal conductivity of 2800 W/mK at 10 K. In order to evaluate the spatial variation of the temperature, the materials are partitioned to small cells. The Au cell and the BSCCO cell (under-mesa) both in contact with the mesa are further divided to smaller cells. The dimensions of each component and the cells are summarized in Table I. The dimensions other than the mesa size are fixed irrespective of mesa sizes.

The differential equation to be solved is

$$c_p \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + c_p \rho \nu_2 \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + c_p \rho \nu_3 \frac{\partial T}{\partial j} = \nabla(\lambda \nabla T) + q(t),$$

(1)

where $T$ is the temperature, $c_p$ is the specific heat, $\rho$ is the density, $\lambda$ is the anisotropic thermal conductivity tensor, and $q(t)$ is
the heat source due to the self-heating. We employed $T$-dependent physical parameters except for SiO and Stycast (an epoxy resin used as a glue), in which the thermal properties are not known sufficiently. In particular, the thermal conductivity of SiO is unknown, so we employed a value of 1 W/mK, which is an intermediate between fused SiO$_2$ (0.69 W/mK) and quartz (39 W/mK). As seen below, the temperature rise is determined mainly by the BSCCO mesa and the Au electrode. Therefore, the thermal parameters for other materials are less important; they are used to calculate the heat flow from the Au electrode to the BSCCO pedestal. Important physical parameters are listed in Table II and the $T$-dependence of some of them are depicted in Figs. 2 to 4. The $c_p$ data for BSCCO was originally obtained by Loram et al. [13] and the $\lambda_{ab}$ and $\lambda_c$ data were measured originally by Crommie and Zettl [14]. For convenience, the units are converted to the SI units in Figs. 2–4.

Since an electrical contact resistivity of less than $1 \times 10^{-6} \ \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$ is realizable for the Au electrode, the thermal contact resistivity is reduced significantly in that case. Taking into account the very small $\lambda_c$ in addition, we neglected the thermal contact resistivity in the present model.

We are concerned with the transient response on a time scale of 100 ns to 1 $\mu$s. Since the velocity of He gas is of the order of 0.1 m/s, the second and the third term of (1) are negligible on this
time scale. At 10 K, the mean heat diffusion length $\sqrt{\tau d_{c}/\rho}$ for Au is 32.5 $\mu$m at $t = 100$ ns and 103 $\mu$m at 1 $\mu$s, so that only the area reached from the mesa within this distance is heated. This is confirmed by the present numerical calculation results, in which the distant parts remain cooled. This means that the cell size should be less than a few $\mu$m. In the numerical calculation, this size poses a constraint on the time division to be less $10^{-10}$ s, since $\lambda\Delta t/c_{p}\rho\Delta x^{2} < 1/6$ for the convergence of calculation in the three-dimensional case. In the mesa region, in which the cell size is far smaller, $\Delta t$ should be less than $5 \times 10^{-14}$ s for the same reason.

Fig. 5 shows the numerical calculation results when a quasiparticle current $I$ of 10 mA to 50 mA is injected to a mesa of 10 $\mu$m on a side and 15 nm in thickness at a base temperature of $T_{0}$ of 10 K. The resistivity of BSCCO in the $c$-axis direction is 10 $\Omega$ cm at all temperatures. A typical critical Josephson current density is $10^{3}$ A/cm$^{2}$ for slightly overdoped BSCCO. It is seen that the temperature rises very rapidly at first and then it increases at a rate of $\sim 0.2$ K/$\mu$s when $I = 20$ mA ($2 \times 10^{4}$ A/cm$^{2}$). When the injection current is increased, the rate of temperature rise after the initial step increases. The initial rapid rise is due to the very small specific heat for BSCCO at this low temperature. The following slower temperature rise is due to the heat diffusion in the Au electrode. Similar numerical results were obtained by Fenton et al. [8].

Fig. 6 shows the temperature rise of the mesa on a 100 ns time scale, which is used for the short-pulse tunneling spectroscopy [12]. It is seen that the temperature rise at 60 ns is 3.5 K when $I = 20$ mA, and 18 K when $I = 50$ mA. This is compared with the short-pulse ITS for a slightly overdoped BSCCO, in which $I = 20$ mA nearly corresponds to the superconducting gap voltage and the $I = 50$ mA nearly corresponds to the edge of the voltage range. Therefore, the present numerical calculation indicates that in the short-pulse ITS measurements the temperature is raised 3 to 5 K at the superconducting gap voltage and 15 to 20 K near the edge of the voltage range, where the pseudogap is observed [6].

Fig. 7 shows the transient response of the temperature for small mesas with various sizes. When the mesa is 1 $\mu$m in square size with the same injection current density of $2 \times 10^{4}$ A/cm$^{2}$, the temperature rise is approximately 1.2 K both at 60 and 500 ns. This implies that the reduction of the mesa size leads to the suppression of the self-heating to a great extent. This is a natural consequence from the fact that the temperature rise is substantially determined by the temperature of the Au electrode on top of the mesa within a thermal diffusion length. The area of Au to be heated is spanned mostly by the thermal diffusion length, while the heat elevating the temperature of the Au area is reduced proportionally to the square of the mesa size. Therefore, the temperature rise for smaller mesas is greatly suppressed. The
importance of the electrode was also indicated by Krasnov et al. [9].

At an elevated base temperature $T_0$, the thermal conductivity of Au decreases, whereas the specific heat of BSCCO increases by a factor of orders of magnitude. Therefore, the relaxation time of the initial temperature rise becomes longer and the short-pulse technique becomes effective at elevated temperatures. For example, at 50 K, a quasiparticle injection of 20 mA causes a temperature rise of 8.3 K at 5 $\mu$s while it is 3.3 K at 60 ns.

The present result also implies that the temperature rise is much reduced in the ITS for underdoped samples, in which the current injection can be reduced at a fixed voltage due to high resistivity.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the detailed numerical calculation of the self-heating in a small mesa structure, it is found that the temperature rise of a 10 $\mu$m square 10 IJJ stack mesa amounts to 4 to 6 K at a quasiparticle injection current of 20 mA and 18 to 30 K at 50 mA even in a short period of 100 ns to 5 $\mu$s. This implies that in the short-pulse interlayer tunneling spectroscopy experiments, the influence of self-heating on the superconducting gap magnitude for a slightly overdoped BSCCO is little, but it is significant in a voltage range much higher than the superconducting gap voltage. The influence is significantly reduced when the mesa is composed from an underdoped BSCCO or when the mesa size is reduced to a few $\mu$m.
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